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SUMMARY OF FORWARD VELOCITY EFFECTS ON FAN NOISE

Charles E. Feller and Sohn F. Groeneweg
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Abstract	 Causes of Flight/Static Noise Difference

The. available experimental data comparing the
in-flight and static behavior of fan noise are re-
viewed. These results are then compared with recent
data obtained for a fan stage tested with forward
velocity in the NASA Lewis 9x15 low speed wind tun-
nel. Tentative conclusions are presented, based on
the author's judgments, about the significance and
nature of the changes in noise observed when a for-
ward velocity is imposed. Finally, the implications
of the emerging picture of in-flight fan source
noise for suppressor design are discussed.

Introduction

Over the past several years, since the appear-
ance of aircraft flyover noise data, the chief em-
phasis in fan noise has centered around the reduc-
tions in flyover noise relative to ground static
test noise. Questions that arise are: What are the
causes of the reductions? k'Imt is their spectral
extent? Over what rang, of fan ope::ating conditions
do they occur? What methods or tetnniques will al-
low adequate simulation of flight cehavior in ground
static testing? Although these can be answered to
some. extent, fully satisfactory answers will have to
come from current or planned programs.

The importance of the problem is first, that
predictions of flyover noise levels from static te,t
data are in error. From the standpoint of source
noise the degree of impact will depend on the pa_-
ticular fan stage, its spectrum and the sources
present. For flyover noise prediction, source noise
error is only a part of the problem since atmo-
spheric propagation effects and installation effects
also appear to contribute significantly.

The second aspect of the problem concerns eval-
uation of source noise reduction concepts in ground
static tests where the concept benefits may be to-
tally or partially obscured. This factor has direct
impact on our understanding of noise generation
mechanisms. Thus for a number of years there was
some doubt of the benefit of designing a fan stage
for cutoff of the blade passing tone due to rotor-
stator interaction because of the prominence of this
tone in static test data from such fan stages.
Other concepts intended to reduce rotor-stator in-
teraction noise quite likely have been incorrectly
evaluated also.

This paper reviews some of the data and obser-
vations. previously published concerning the flight/
ground static behavior of fan noise. The recent
data obtained in the NASA Lewis 9x15 acoustic wind

•	 tunnel have provided some especially interesting re-
sults that are included in the review. Also, re-
viewed, briefly, are recent theoretical results re-
lating to the modal structure of fan noise and to

- the implications for acoustic suppressors. Views
that are expressed about what is known and what is
unknown in the overall problem may not be univer-
sally shared. Even so, they may serve to promote
further discussions of the subject to aid in reso-
lution of the problem.
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The accepted and often postulated causes for
the changes in fan source noise occurring between
static and flight testing are illustrated in figural
which appears in this or a similar farm in a number
of references. The figure suggests that the condi-
tion of the inflow is the cause and that the inflow
is very clean in flight, where in accord with the
relatively low contraction ratio, the air is drawn
essentially from in front of the inlet. Thus the
only disturbances in the flow are those of the at-
mosphere which, due to the low contraction ratio,
pass through the inlet with little scale or inten-
sity changes.

Conversely, in ground static testing, the in-
flow undergoes a large contraction and is drawn
from a spherical region that includes reverse flow
over the exterior cowl. The flow thus passes over
any support structure and any protuberances from
the cowl. The resulting disturbances and any atmo-
spheric turbulence then undergo elongation along
flow streamlines in proportion to the large flow
contraction. These disturbances are seen by the
rotor for a number of revolutions and the interac-
tion results in tone noise. A leading proponent of
the importance of atmospheric turbulence as a source
of inflow disturbance is Hanson.l

Another static source suggested is the ground
vortex which hob the same effect as the other flow
disturbances.

The relative importance of these different
static test flow disturbances probably depends on
the particular test installation. Thus, an outdoor
test stand with structural ironwork probably differs
from a clean inlet protruding from the wall of an
anechoic chamber. Their relative importance has not
been clearly delineated in any test installation to
the authors' knowledge but from the favorable com-
parisons of fan noise data, all static test instal-
lations seem to have sufficient total disturbance
levels such that comparable noise levels result.
Information on disturbance sources would seem to be
essential to establish the kind of passive flow con-
ditioning structure to be used and where and how to
deploy is to enable simulation of flight behavior.

Comparison of Fan Inlet Duct Flight and
Static Noise Data

In-flight fa noise data are published for the
Rolls R yce RB211 ' 3 engine and the General Electric
CF6-64 ' y' and CF6-506 engines. These engines are
similar in several respects pertinent to fan noise.
They all have supersonic fan tip speeds at take-off
conditions; they all are designed with cutoff of the
fan fundamental tone due to rotor-stator interaction
at approach conditions; and as fan tip speed is in-
creased the fundamental tone due to the rotor alone
cuts on before that dne to rotor-stator interaction.

Induct data are also available for the dT8Dre-
fan engine. These data were obtained in the flight



part of the NASA Refan program by Douglas Aircraft
Company. The refan engine differs from the three
previous engines in that it has inlet guide vanes
that are the source of a cut-on fan fundamental
tone. The fundamental tone from the rotor-stator
source is cut off at approach conditions.

The last set of data to be included in the com-
parison was obtained for a fan stage opperating in
the Lewis 9x15 acoustic wind tunnel. y.n This fan
stage (rotor-55 used in the NASA QCSEE noise re-
search program) operates with a subsonic tip speed
and is designed for cutoff of the rotor-stator fun-
damental tone. 'file data from this fan were taken in
the acoustic far field. This Can differs from the
others in the comparison in that the operating speed
range never permits the fundamental tone from the
rotor alone source to cut on while the tone from the
rotor-stator interaction should cut on near the fan
design speed.

The purpose of reviewing these data is to try
to develop a consistent picture of the impact of
forward velocity on fan source noise including those
aspects that need further study. Figure 2 compares
the in-duct spectra from each of the fens for static
and forward velocity operation. Figure 3 shows the
for field spectra measured in the wind tunnel. The
comparisons are made at a subsonic tip speed typical
of aircraft approach engine speed and at a higher
tip speed nearer to takeoff speed.

Broadhead Noise

Fan broadband noise has been observed to be
quite sensitive to changes in thT 2particular opera-
ting line or loading of the fan.	 An example of
the effect is shown in figure 4 where one-third oc-
tave sound power spectra over the inlet quadrant are
shown for the NASA Lewis QF-6 fan stale at four op-
erating lines and a single fan speed. 13 The data
show a regular increase in the broadband spectral
content as nozzle area is reduced (as the stall or
surge line is approached). In this sequence the
angle of incidence of the air to the rotor blades
and thus the blade loading are continually increas-
ing. The fundamental tone level allows no change
while the tone harmonic levels increase somewhat
over this range of parameters.

These results are quite revealing with regard
to the sources of the noise. The lack of loading
effect an the fundamental tone is consistent with a
dipole source model involving inflow disturbances
interacting with the rotor. In the dipole model
there is no coupling between the steady blade load-
ing and the unsteady flows Ear the rotor alone. On
the other hand, the loading effects on the tone har-
monics and broadband noise are consistent with a di-
pole model for rotor-stator interaction. In this
case the loading effects appear through the increase
of the rotor wake velocity defect and turbulence
which are known to increase with loading. In refer-
ence 12 it is postulated that the broadband source
is due to the rotor alone. It is possible that if a
fan stage were operated with low loading (far from
stall), that the resulting low levels of broadband
noise from the Internal sources would allow the ef-
fects of forward velocity on other broadband noise
sources to be observed. Perhaps such a low loading
condition accounts for the observations made for the
CF6-50 engine.

From the foregoing discussion, it appears that
the most general conclusion regarding fan broadband
noise is that forward velocity has little effect on
this source noise component because it is controlled
by a source not flight dependent such as rotor wake
turbulence interacting With the stators.

Tone Noise

A closer examination of the spectral compari-
sons of figures 2 and 3 shows that with forward ve-
locity the level of the fan fundamental tone is re-
duced compared to the static test level. This re-
sult is displayed more clearly in figures 5 and 6.
where the fundamental tone sound pressure levels are
plotted as a function of fan tip relative Mach num-
ber. Isere the fan data follow several different
patterns.

Tile data for the CF6-50 engine allow a reduced
in-flight tone level throughout the range shown. In
fact, the reduction is somewhat greater for tip
relative Mach numbers greater than one where the
tone due to the rotor alone source can propagate and
where multiple pure tones are possible. In con-
trast, data for the CF6-6, RB211, and dTBD refan en-
gines show the largest reductions at the lower
speeds with substantially diminished reductions at
tip relative Mach numbers near and greater than one.
Thisconvergence of static and flight tone levels. at
high tip speeds has been rationalized by arguing
that shock related multiple pure tone generation
should be insensitive to inflow conditions. Yet
questions remain. Are multiple pure tone levels

At first glance at figures 2 and 3, the chief
difference between these spectral pairs is the sub-

'	 stantially reduced level across the spectra seen in
the flight data for the CF6-50 engine at both
speeds. This general decrease in broadband noise
does not occur in any of the other spectra including
the far field data for rotor 55. Some smaller re-
ductions are seen over more limited spectral ranges
that are often within the tone skirts. It would
seem that the inflow cleanup pictured as the cause
of the in-flight reductions, should reduce broadband
noise{ however, the bulk of the data seem to suggest
otherwise. This result suggests that the source of
broadband noise is dominated by another mechanism
such as rotor-stator interaction or inlet boundary
layer turbulence interacting with the rotor.

Turbulence in the rotor wakes interacting with
the stators appears to be a highly likely source for
the broadband noise. Manson quotes results by Clark
and Mugridge which show that the =a turbulence vel-
ocity in the rotor wakes is equal to the mean wake
velocity defect. 9 This result has also been ob-
tained more recently by Lakshminarayana. 10 Further
support for rotor wake turbulence as the source of
broadband fan noise is found in the results of a re-
cent experiment to reduce fan noise by increasing
the stator chord length (increasing the stator
length reduces theresponse of the blade to incoming

•	 flow perturbations ) .11 Reductions of up to 5 dB
were observed over a range of broadband spectral re-
gions when the stator chord length was increased.
This result was observed in ground static testing
where the blade passage tone level, since it was not
reduced by increased stator chord, appeared to be
totally controlled by inflow disturbances. Thus, in
the presence of considerable inflow disturbance,
broadband noise appeared to be controlled by rotor
wake turbulence via the rotor-stator source mecha-
nism.

L	 '	
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accentuated or diminished in flight? Reference 5
argues that they are increased. Does the presence
of acoustic treatment in these inlets (all except
rotor 55) change the apparent source characCeris-
tics7

The remainder of the spectra, mostly consisting
of tone higher harmonics, show no consistent effect
of flight which could be generalized from the limi-
ted published data. Since higher tone harmonics in-
clude rotor-stator interaction as a source, the ar-
guments applied to the cut on fundamental tone in
terms of spacing and blade row transmission apply.

Other Characterizations of F11ehhC/Static Effects

One of the interesting findings dtfforentiating
flight and static noise is tile reduction in tone un-
steadiness observed in going from static to flight
conditions. This result is taken to substantiate
the finding that the source of tone noise in static
testing is unsteadiness of the inlet flow that is
alleviated in flight. It is not clear that the un-
steadiness is due solely to atmospheric turbulence
in the inflow as opposed to fluctuations in the
other possible sourcee :o:ationed earlier in refer-
ence to figure 1, but this is one posr,,ibility.

Anothe- result is shown in a comparison of the
directivities of the different spectral components,
These results are from the 9x15 tunnel tests of

rotor 55. 7 Detailed spectral directivities from
flight experiments are not published and the prob-
lems encountered in obtaining such data in any ac-
curate form are formidable.

Figure 7 shows directivities, measured with
end without tunnel flow, of the fan first and sec-
ond harmonic tones and two broadband regions repre-
sented by 1/3-octave bands, at 0.7 and 1.4 of the
fan fundamental tone. 7 The amplitude width of the
bands is related to the unsteadiness of the sound.
The directivities, excluding that for the second
hormanic with tunnel flow, are remarkably smooth
and similar to each other in their variation with
angle. The level decrease with angle is somewhat
greater with tunnel flow than it is statically.
The smoothness of the directivity patterns suggests
a multimodal noise source and the flight-static
change suggests that the forward velocity may have
eliminated some of the modes near cutoff that were
contributing to the levels near 90 0 in the static
case.

The directivity of the second harmonic tone,
with its lobular appearance, suggests that only a
few modes are present, presumably the five possible
from rotor-stator interaction. These results will
be considered again in relation to suppressor de-
sign.

Before leaving figure 7, we note that the sec-
ond harmonic measured statically wall 	 quite un-
steady and that Lt became steady with essentially
no reduction in average sound pressure level with
tunnel flow. Apparently the two sources of this
tone, inflow disturbances and rotor-stator interac-
tion, were of -early equal strength so that elimi-
nation of the unsteady source produced no mean level
reduction. In fact the switch. from many to a few
modes indicated by the directivity change implies a
profound change In the second harmonic generation
processes. It is possible that the rotor wakes and,
therefore, the rotor-stator interactions are strcng-
ly modulated and altered in strength by inflow dis-
turbances.

A third interesting finding is the relatively
small forward. velocity required to bring about the
flight effect on noise. Figuru 8 shows the de-
crease in mean tone level as a function of tunnel
speed for racer 557 and. as o function of flight
speed for the RB211 co gi m , 3 It is interesting th:,t
two such diverse experiments should give ouch Simi-
let results. Both showed a rapid initial reduction
of tone level with increasing forward speed with a
knee in the curve at about 15 m/see or less. As
forward speed was increased above 15 m/sec very
little or no further reduction in tone level was
observed. Again, the data do not reveal which of
the possible sources of unsteady flow are involved
and what their relative importance is. Perhaps the
two experiments really are not so it 	 but
are from similar environments where a , ,on effec-
tive noise producing source is present. Cthar std-
Lie test installations, such as outdoor engine or
fan stands with all their support structure or
anechoic chambers, where the fan -S ige is mounted
through the wall of the chamber u.!Se wells aspi-
rate to supply inlet air, cartai'^ly seem to be dif-
ferent in an overall sense.. As was mentioned ear-
lier, the lack of knowledge of U,v importance and
strengths of possible sources art nnsteady flow in
felt to be a defictencv in our inderp tandin, that
will be particularly important wLcn nelrctxw o

The rotor 55 data (fig. 6), all at low values
of tip relative Mach number, show a wide divergence
between forward velocity and static conditions. A

'	 third curve, representing the broadband noise at the
blade passing frequency, is also shown. It can be
seen that Cite Cone level is not far above the broad-
band level over much of tile operating range. In
this fan with clean inflow, the only fundamental
tone source, rotor-stator interaction, exceeds the
cutoff Speed at o tip relative Much number of about
0.9. The very low tone level at and above this
speed suggests that the rotor-stator source, while
above cut-off, propagates upstream very weakly,
possibly the result of the rotor-stator spacing
which was one rotor chord. A similar situation
exists for the JT'8D refan engine where the funda-
mental, tone was reduced several dB in flight even
though the inlet guide vane-rotor source tone can
propagate. The effect of sound transmission through
the upstream blade row is another consideration that
may enter into the behavior observed.

The rotor 55 data and the JTBDref'an data may
be the best indication of the true levels of blade
row interactionnoise. The rotor alone source is
cutoff and with clean inflow the chief tone source
remaining should be blade raw interaction. As was
already mentioned this spacing was equal to. one up-
stream chord length for rotor 55 while It was nearly
two chord lengths for the JT8D refan engine. Rcent
wake decay results obtained by Lakshminarayanal^
show a decay rate hig5her than the rate from the of-
ten used Silverstein l4 results for an isolated air-
foil and, therefore, the interaction noise should
also fall off at a faster rate. Tile results all
point to the need far experimental data an blade row
spacing including aft noise levels in a -lean inflow

`	 environment to clearly establish the effect Of this
parameter. The present data suggest that this
source may be weak enough so that unnecessarily
Large blade row separations have been employed for
Cone noise reduction purposes.

w•



passive control system (honeycomb or screens) for
simulating flight behavior statically. The sense
of this statement is that, while the sources all
take the form of some kind of inflow unsteadiness
or disturbance, one will still have to know if the
disturbance is localized in a single or few regions
within the inlet or whether it in a random disturb-
ance occurring throughout the inlet flow field
(i.e., the difference between atmospheric turbulence
and a ground vortex or structure generated wake).
The alternative is to de3lgn the system for the
worst case with all types of disturbances present.

While substantial reductions in fan noise have
been effected with forward speed, It has been diffi-
cult to increase fan noise deliberately in the same
baseline static test installations under discussion.
For example, experiments have been performed in an
anechoic chamber to evaluate the influence of tur-
bulence generating grids l5 and the effect of a
ground vortex16 on Can source noise. In the first
case, tone levels that were expected to increase
with the turbulence grids present did not change.
Some increases in broadband level were observed.
In the second case two strong ground vrrtices lo-
cated to each side of the 6 o'clock position in the
inlet caused increases of 2 to 4 dB in fundamental
tone power. The vortices were generated by a ground
plane located 0.9 inlet diameter below the inlet
centerline which placed it in contact with the inlet
lip. Other attempts to influence the tone noise
from a fan stage in a static test facility have re-
sulted in the same lack of impact. The behavior
suggests that the naturally occurring inflows are
already so unsteady or disturbed that any further
increase in noise requires a large change in dis-
turbance level. It seems incredible, in view of the
widely disparate test installations, that there
could be a single controlling disturbance such as
atmospheric turbulence or a ground vortex, common to
all cases. We reiterate the feeling that any pas-
sive control device will have to be customized for
the particular installation, a problem of practical
concern. Forward velocity represents a unique solu-
tion that eliminates the flow disturbances from all
of the different sources possible. This suggests
that active flow control schemes to alter the flow
field in the vicinity of the inlet lip, short of the
creation of the full forward velocity flow field,
deserve exploration.

Theoretical Effects

There have been several theoretical studies of
the effects of inflow distortions and turbulence on
fan source noise. 15 , 17 - 23 Both dipole and quadru-
pole noise source mechanisms have been studied,
singly and combined. We are interested in what
these theoretical results allow about the dependence
of noise on the different parameters describing the
inflow disturbance. These studies differ in details
and direct comparisons are difficult to make. Some
generalities appear to be possible, however.

The relevant parameters in the theory include
the axial and transverse extent of the disturbances
and the strength of the associated flowperturba-
tions.. In the case of turbulence, scales and inten-
sities specifying the degree of anisotropy are key,
while for spatially fixed disturbances such as
ground vortices or facility wakes, an axially per-
sistent velocity defect of < • wcified width charac
tani	 Lite inflow.

Three general theoretical results may be sum-
marized as follows:

First, the sound power produced by the rotor/
inflow disturbance interaction is proportional to
the disturbance energy, that is, to the square of
the turbulence intensity or to the square of the
magnitude of the wake defect. Second, the bandwidth
of the acoustic energy generated is inversely pro-
portional to the axial extent of the disturbance.
Long axial turbulence scales or persistent wake de-
fects produce narrow tones at harmonics of the blade
passing frequency since the blades consecutively cut
the disturbance many times emitting d relatively
long pulse train. Conversely, short axial perturba-
tions produce brief, relatively erratic acoustic
pulses which are rich in broadband spectral content.
Finally, given relatively long axial scales, there
are preferred values of transverse scales which
maximize the conversion of turbulence energy inter-
acting with rotating blades into radiated acoustic
energy as shown in figure 9.20022 As transverse
scale is increased beyond the peak, blade response
and the number of disturbance-coupled circumferen-
tial duct modes which propagate decrease toward the
limit where no sound is generated because distur-
bance size exceeds the fan diameter and the flow is
uniform with respect to the fan disk. On the other
hand, as transverse scale becomes small with respect
to fan radius, the number of circumferentially prop-
agating modes which are potentially excited increa-
ses but the correlation area for radiation from the
blades becomes negligibly small and sound levels de-
crease.

Beyond the obviously implied approaches to con-
trolling inflow by reducing streamtube contraction
and decreasing disturbance magnitude and axial
scale, the theoretical results suggest that passive
inflow control devices must result in transverse
scale lengths which do not strongly couple to blade
response. A device optimized for a given fan design
may be less effective for a different fan scale and
blade number.. Correlation of the results of more
thorough parametric calculations with the existing
models are desirable to better define the interplay
of scales and intensities in determining generated
noise levels and to suggest the moat fruitful inflow
control strategies.

Impact on Flyover Noise

An important practical concern is the extent to
which the source noise changes observed in flight
affect community noise. Since N, dominant flight
effect seems to be the reduction of the fundamental
fail 	 a calculational exercise was performed to
determine the impact of this reduction on perceived
noise. Also we wished to sec if spectral placement
of the tone could be used to advantage in low noise
fan design. The exercise was performed on Lite 1/3-
octave fan noise spectra shown in figure 10. This
spectrum resembles that measured statically for
fan A of the NASA Lewis Quiet Engine program. The
data were for 80% of Lite fan design speed (tip rela-
tive Mach number,. 0.96) and were for the peak inlet
noise angle. At this speed the fundamental tone due
to rotor-stator interaction is cut off; the spectrum
shows the strong fundamental tone due to fnfloe dis-
turbances.

Also shown in the figure is a "flight" spectrum
in which the in-flight inflow cleanup has been cre-
dited with an 8 dB reduction in the inn fundamental
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tone. These two spectra were translated in fre-
quency so that the blade passing tone was centered
in each 1/3-octave band from 0.5 to 8 kliz. In each
case the perceived noise PNL and tone corrected per-
ceived noise PNLT were calculated to yield the com-
parisons shown in figures 11(a) and (b), respec-
tively.

Both measures show a relatively weak dependence
on the spectral centering for the static case. The
highest values occur when the spectra are in the
frequency range of greatest annoyance and then fall
off when they are either less than or greater than
this range, an expected result. There is no grant
gain to be made in selecting the blade passing tone
to be in any 1/3-octave band between about 1 and 4
kliz based on the static data. On the other hand,
bath measures show that the "flight" data diverge
from the static data as the spectrum center is in-
creased beyond about 2000 Mr. These differences,
static-flight, are shown for both noise measures in
figure 11(c). The reduction in PNLT is seen to be
about 3 PNdB up to a center frequency of about
2 kHz, increasing to a peak reduction of about
7 PNdB. for the spectrum centered at 4 kliz. This
range of reductions in PNLT is in4agr2eement with
that reported by Merriman, at al. 55	 The result
indicates the significant contribution of the fan
source noise reduction toward reconciling the re-
ported discrepancies between the time histories of
flyover noise measured in flight and those projected
from static data.

The results also suggest that locating the
blade passing tone in the range of 3 to 4 kliz and
designing for its cut-off due. to forot-stator inter-
action could be advantageous from a community noise
standpoint. The reason for the result is that the
fan second harmonic is then at 6 to 8 kliz, beyond
the frequency range of maximum annoyance. The weak
fan fundamental in flight is not a major contribu-
tor. The foregoing ideas should also apply if the
flight effect did not occur and if its role were
replaced by acoustic treatment.

These conclusions may be too general. They
pertain to inlet noise only. Very little has been
published about the impact of flight inflow clean,
on aft fan noise. The meager data that are avail-
able suggest that the aft reduction. also may be Lim-
ited to the fan fundamental tone, It community
noise in aft controlled, as it appears to be for
most published flight data, then the reductions in
aft PNLT must be comparable to reductions in inlet
PNLT or the net flight effect will not impact the
Effective Perceived Noise Levels greatly. This
question needs further examination. The most re-
cently published comparisons of flight and static
projected time histories suggest that some discrep-
ancies in aft noise reported earlier4,23 have been
reconelled.5

Implications for Suppressor Design

The almost trivial conclusion that the supres-
sor be designed from consideration of the in-flight
source noise spectra carries with it the idea that
less attention will be given to fan fundamental tone
suppression if the rotor-stator source is cut off.
There is mare, however. The questions as to What
the in-flight modal structure is and whether it dif-
fers in the static test environment must be ad-
dressed.

It has been recognized for several years that
one of the very weakest links in the use of supres-
set theory was the Lack of knowledge about the modal
content of the input wave generated by the fan.
Lack of this knowledge led to arbitrary input
choices including modes eorruspanding to a plane
pressure wave, the least attenuated mode, equal
modal amplitude and equal modal energy. Recent ef-
forts to identify and characterize the modal struc-
ture of fan source noise have been most interesting.
In the absence of proven accurate experimental mea-
surements or theoretical calculations of modal
s Lructura', NASA Lewis has been attempting to infer
modalcuufent by comparison of multimode source
models with experimental fan directivity data.
Saule25 found that the far-field directivities of
both the first and second harmonics of the blade
passing tones of two different fan stages measured
statically wire reasonably matched by a directivity
model that included all the passible propagating
madea.

Ti. experimental directivity patterns shown
earlcr i r rotor 55 in the 9x15 tunnel are cam-
pared Wit a	 Itimodal source model in figure 12.26
The agrccment again. is reasonably good. Tile conclu-
sion is that a multimodal sauce description, such as
equal energy in all the propagating modes, or a sim-
ilar energy distribution inferred from directivity
patterns, describes static and flight sources that
are brnat5and in nature or tones that are controlled
by inflow ^zsturbances. The exclusion is for tones,
such oil second harmonic in the rotor 55 tests
that are controlled partially or totally by rotor-
statar interaction or the rotor locked multiple pure
tone source. In these cases the source description
woulc include only those modes that can propagate
from these respective sources.

Much pr gress and simplification has been made
by Rica26- 33 in characterizing the sound propaga-
ti on, attenuation by acoustic suppressors, and ra-
diation from multimadal sources. It has been found,
for example, that the cut-off ratio, as classically
defined, serves to replace and make unnecessary the
consideration of individual modes in propagation and
attenuation analyses. All modes having the same
value of cutoff ratio, regardless of their lobe num-
ber and radial content, behave identically with re-
gard to their propagation and attenuation in u soft-
walled or hard-walled duct and with regard to their
far-field directivity. This finding appears to be a
conceptual breakthrough in the handling of fan noise
and suppressor design. Preliminary correlations of
optimum wall impedance and maximum possible attenua-
tion by a supp^e28or have been obtained in terms of
cutoff to tio. Y2 Supressor design strategies have
been developed for multimodal sound sources using
the power gained from these correlations. The use
of cutoff ratio to replace individual modes has also
been found to lend itself nicely to the description
of multimodal-sources having an arbitrary distribu-
tion of energy including equal energy per mode as a
special case.This is achieved by the addition of
an exponent on cutoff ratio in the describing equa-
tlon26 whose value determines the degree to which
the energy distribution is biased toward the modes
nearer to cutoff. The inferences about the source
noise mode structure drawn for both forward velocity
and static test conditions, feed into these theo-
retical suppressor results to allow designs that
are, in principle, matched to the source character-
istics.
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Concluding Remarks 6. Roundlhill, J. 	 P. and Sclhout, L. A.,	 "Model and
:E
is

Full Scale Test Results Relating to Fan Noise
The discovery and evaluation of flight effects In-flight Effects," AIAA Paper 75-465,

on Lan source noise, while pointing to large prob . Hampton, Va.,	 1975.
lens with static testing of fans, have been a con-

•	 SLructive influence in reestablishing confidence in 7. lieidmann, M. F.	 and Dietrich, D. A., "Simulation
such long-rtanding theoretical notions as cutoff of Flight-Type Engine Fan Noise in the NASA-

. and rekindling interest in attacking fan noise at Lewis 9x15 Anechoic Wind Tunnel," NASA TM
its source.	 There is now reason to reevaluate old X-73540, 1976.
noise reduction concepts and to pursue new ones.
Techniques and procedures must be found to allow S. Dietrich, D. A., Heidmann, M. F.,	 and Abbott,
simulation of the flight environment in static J. M., "Acoustic Signature of a Model Fan in
testing.	 Meanwhile, an anechoic wind tunnel ap- the NASA-Lewis Anechoic Wind Tunnel," AIAA
pears to be a useful tool to begin to reinvestigate Paper 77-59, Los Angeles, Calif., 1977. j
such Can geometry variations as rotor-stator spa-
cing and clarify forward velocity effaces on aft 9. Hanson, D. B„ "Unified Analysis of Fan Stator
fan noise. Noise," Journal of the Acoustical Society of

America, Vol. 54, Dec.	 1973, pp.	 1571-1591.
While the flight effects on fundamental tone

noise may be exploited by designing for cutoff and Lu. Raj, R. and Lakshminarayana, B., "Three Dimen-
choosing blade passing frequency to minimize annoy- sional Characteristics of Turbulent Wakes Be-
once, harmonics and broadband remain as components hind Rotors of Axial Flow Turbomachinery,"
to be suppressed.	 The limited directivity evidence Journal of Engineering For Power, Vol. 98,
at hand indicates that the forward velocity envir- April 1976, pp. 218-228.
onment does not alleviate the need for the suppres-
sor designer to address a source having multlmodal 11. Dittmar, J. 11,	 and Woodward,	 R. P.,	 "Noise Re-
character, particularly for broadband noise..	 A duction from the Redesign of a Fan Stage to
promising new approach to describing such a source Minimize Stator LifL fluctuations," AIAA
approximates the modal distribution as a continuum Paper 76-576, Palo Alto, Calif.,	 1976.

- which can be defined in terms of a single param-
eter, cutoff ratio. 	 A suppressor design method- 12. Cinder, R. B. and Newby, D. R., "A Study of
olody built around the cutoff ratio approach has Factors Affecting the Broadband Noise of High
been developed. Speed Fans," AIAA Paper 76-567, Palo Alto,

Calif.,	 1976.
In sum, recent progress in all Lbese areas

discussed has been remarkable and encouraging in 13. Woodward, R. P., Lucas, J. G., and SLskolich,
our opinion.	 The agenda for further work includes: E. G.,	 "Acoustic and Aerodynamic Performance
analyzing flight data for aft fan noise effects of of a. 1.83-Meter-(6-ft-) Diameter 1.2-Pressure-
forward velocity; exercising rotor-inflow disturb- Ratio Fan (QF-6)," HASA IN D-7804,	 1974.
ance generation models to define controlling pa-
rameters describing inflow disturbances which must 14. Silverstein, A., Katzoff, S., and Bullivant, W.,
be reduced and controlled; resolving the seemingly "Downwash and Wake Behind Plain and Flopped
contradictory results concerning the strength of the Aerofoils," NACA . TR-651,	 1939.
rotor-inflow disturbance source relative to the
rotor alone and rotor-stator sources; and clarifying 15. Mani, R. and eekofske, K., 	 "Experimental and
the impact of inflow disturbances on broadband Theoretical Studies of Subsonic Fan Noise,"

- noise.	 T1hase are all the objects of recent and on- NASA CR-2660, 1976.
going work in this field whose results we await. ?

16. Dekofske, K. L., Scheer, R. E.,	 and Wang,
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